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The goal

- It is a popular science project.
- The aim is to make citizens participants of science through BOINC.
Projects are voted by participants.
The most voted projects enter Jarifa.
Right now there is an open poll.
Two initial projects were selected:
  - SETI@Home, and
  - Einstein@Home.
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http://www.extremadurathome.org
Help documentation
Popularizing the project

Popular Social Networks

Facebook

Flickr
Popularizing the project

Promoting the project on regional TV and Radio

- Computación Voluntaria en Canal Extremadura
  - Play
Popularizing the project

that shares your computer resources on Internet

Play

Video from http://www.micropedia.tv
Popularizing the project

International Conferences and Workshops

- Cibermix Extremadura, Spain.
- etc.
- 291 Volunteers.
- 45 Suppliers: Regional literacy campaign on technology and open source.
- 538 Computers.
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New ways of gathering volunteers
Motivation

The client everywhere
The client everywhere
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Computing Resources
Computing Resources

Desktop Computers are in:
- Offices.
- Home.
- Cyber-cafés.
- Everywhere.
Modus operandi
Modus operandi
Modus operandi
BOINC on USB

Your account goes with you
BOINC on USB

Credit, stats, preferences, etc.

Projects

Credit

BOINC Prefs.

User Prefs.
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Jarifa and Extremadurathome.org, 5th Pan-galactic BOINC workshop 2009
Supported OSes
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Jarifa and Extremadurathome.org, 5th Pan-galactic BOINC works
The final product!!
Custom USB memories for any BOINC project
If you are interested contact us!!
daniellg@unex.es
fcofdez@unex.es
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